Diskeeper

Automatically Increase System
Speed and Performance
It's a fact: The day-to-day build up of disk fragmentation causes

Diskeeper 9 Editions:

slowdowns, crashes and slow boot times. If allowed to grow
unchecked, fragmentation can even lead to catastrophic crashes and
the inability of a system to boot up.

Diskeeper 9 Professional Edition saves costs and reduces help
desk traffic by automatically defragmenting desktops, laptops and
workstations

Daily defragmentation would solve these problems, but who's got
the time and resources to manually defragment every single
laptop, server and workstation on a daily basis? That's why you
need Diskeeper, the Number One Automatic Defragmenter™. With
Diskeeper

installed

on

your

systems,

fragmentation-related

problems and productivity losses simply go away. All you need to do

Diskeeper 9 Server Standard Edition optimises reliability and
speed, boosting server performance and reducing downtime
Diskeeper

9

Server

Enterprise

Edition

uses

revolutionary

technology to provide fast, thorough automatic defragmentation
of enterprise-level and mission-critical servers

is "Set It and Forget It"®!
NEW! High-speed defragmentation engine with I/O Smart™
technology ensures that automatic defragmentation never

Diskeeper 9 Administration provides complete centralised
management of Diskeeper 9 across your entire network

interrupts or slows down normal file access
30-DAY SATISFACTION GUARANTEE:
NEW! FragShield™ boosts reliability by preventing fragmentation of
critical system files

NEW! “Set It and Forget It”® scheduling supports primary and
secondary schedules for each volume

NEW! Complete scheduling and management through Active
Directory group policies

Free Trialware available at
www.DiskeeperEurope.com

Buy Diskeeper 9. If you’re not totally satisfied, contact us within 30
days for a complete refund!

OVER
17 MILLION
SOLD!

Diskeeper

Get optimum performance and reliability from every PC, laptop and
server at your site
Disk fragmentation is a problem that affects every Windows

NEW! Enhanced “Set It and Forget It” scheduling allows primary

system from low-end desktops to enterprise servers. Now that

and secondary automatic defragmentation schedules for each

disks and files are growing larger and larger, it's a bigger

volume

problem than ever. Fragmentation accumulates exponentially,
causing slowdowns, freeze ups, and even complete crashes.

NEW! FragShield boosts reliability and availability by preventing

In worst-case scenarios, fragmentation can bring the fastest

crash-inducing fragmentation of critical system files

systems to their knees within a matter of hours.
NEW! I/O Smart monitors I/O requests and pauses automatic
Many system administrators wind up attempting to combat

background defragmentation to allow other processes and

fragmentation on a "breakfix" basis. They send out technicians to deal

applications to have priority access to the drive

with

systems

suffering

from

random

crashes

or

sluggish

performance. Whether they realize it or not, fragmentation is often the

EXCLUSIVE! Smart Scheduling™ automatically schedules

root cause. Why chase after fragmentation when you can

background defragmentation as needed based on system usage

eliminate it completely? The answer is automatic defragmentation with

patterns

Diskeeper, the Number One Automatic Defragmenter.
EXCLUSIVE! Terabyte Volume Engine is a new generation
Diskeeper 9 is the complete solution designed to automatically

defragmentation engine designed for fast, thorough automatic

eliminate fragmentation while you and your users work. Diskeeper 9

defragmentation of large enterprise-class server volumes

features

(Exclusive to Diskeeper 9 Server Enterprise Edition)

high-speed

defragmentation

technology

that

runs

undetected in the background. And only Diskeeper offers the Terabyte
Volume Engine™, the only defragmentation engine designed

EXCLUSIVE!

Administrator

Edition

specifically for the special needs of high-capacity servers. Your users

centralised management of Diskeeper, including remote installation,

will hardly know when Diskeeper is active, but you'll quickly see the

scheduling, configuration, remote control, reports, and e-mail alerts

provides

complete

benefits: Reduced Help Desk traffic, increased reliability, and systems
that always run like new.

NEW! Management via Active Directory Group Policies with our
FREE Diskeeper 9 group policy template
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